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MEMO TO: M r F Sweeney 

SUBJECT: Card Punching for Project 7000 

Reference: Memo by E. W. Coffin, of November 25. 

I find myself thoroughly disagreeing with the conclusions presented 
becsure the reasoning is faulty. Card punching is expensive on large cgmpu- 
tere  becaurre of the low utility of the punching equipment which rtande idle 80 
to 9570 of the time (ueing figures quoted in the above report). Hence, consider 
the stand-by rental of the equipment: 

A. Projected rental of Project 7000 on-line punch $3,000 

8 .  Off-line punch system with "column binary!' 2,375 

C .  On-line punch for 7M 600 

D. On-line Project 7000 printer with microcode NIL 

The point i s  not how much more costly is'A'lthan 
\ \  
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because the 
cost of 'Bllilr already cxcssrive. No wonder customers like on-line punching 
for the 704 (bC1l)1 Does this prove that they would prefer on-line punching 
for 7000 (lIAll), particularly when I1Dl1may be made available instead? Note 
the real  implication of the study by Don Furth quoted in the memo: The reason 
why the whole 704 uoed as a punch, while doing nothing else, is cheaper per  
month than an off-line punch is, of courie, that there is so little punching to do. 

We can agree that tape storage of program8 presents file main- 
tenance problems. A recent conversation with W. Ramehaw and hie United 
Aircraft group revealed their thinking: They would like a diek file in the middle 
of their 704's to hold all active programs. They a r e  prepared to exercise the 
neceesary control, This would, in their opinion, eliminate all program punch-
ing, except for possibly punching one card per program for eubsequsnt recall  
of that program. 

This %ailing card" reveals a major weaknes~  of our present punch- 
ing approach. A printed card with several lines of descriptive printing and one 
line of machine readable code i e  obviourly much more deeirable. 
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Mr. D. W. Sweeney -2-	 December 16, 1958 

a Microcode printing i e  proposed for it8 lower cost and more arttrac-
tiva output, aeruming epeed is  a secondary factor. Yet the epeed is not bad. 
Assuming one line per document (far comparieon, since carde a re  not inter- 
preted either), 01 speed of around 250 document8 per minute should be practical, 
The net information rate i r  then at least half the rate of present 100 cpm 
puncher. With interpretation, a comparison i e  impossible becauee the punched 
card approach faUe flat on its face. 

St lseerns to  me that the only conrtructive approach is to purrue 
microcode printing (or some equivdent) a e  both cheaper and better, with off- 
line punching as a backstop for the occarional curtomer with special problems. 
In your judgment, what specific customer objections, if any, wauld bhere be to 
microcode printing? What volume of dgily output of machine readable docu- 
ments (punched card or equivtllent) do we expect in large scientific inetdlationa? 
How will the large commercial curtomerr e d v c  the returnable document prob-
lem? A r e  any of them using cards for this purpose or have we forced them to 
keypunch everything ?
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